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The Need Analysis of Mathematics Teaching Materials Based on 

Mathematical Proficiency in Elementary School



As a consequence of the education paradigm in 21st

century, mathematics learning has big demands and
challenges. Learning mathematics should develop
mathematical proficiency of students.

However, mathematics education still
face the various problems. According
to PISA test results of Indonesian
students in 2018 (OECD, 2018), the
result showed that around 28% of
students in Indonesia achieved Level
2 or higher in mathematics. In
addition, about 1% of students
scored at Level 5 or higher in
mathematics.

❑ Research by Fauzi, et al (2020) found that the
difficulty experienced by teachers is the use of
thematic books which were less effective for
learning mathematics.

❑ Prabowo, et al (2018) showed that there is a
lack of thematic teaching materials in
elementary schools, which are less in-depth.

❑ Research of Fuadah, et al (2020) showed that
the mathematics problem in the book
consisted of mathematics problems that
focused on procedural knowledge.

Some of previous research has been done
about need analysis of teaching materials in
mathematics learning (Sintawati, 2018;
Wijayanti & Sungkono, 2017; Ningrum &
Suparman, 2018; Qomalasari, et.al, 2021).
However, the research analyzing specifically
the teachers’ need about teaching materials
based on mathematical proficiency is still
limited.

BACKGROUND

One of the learning components that can support
mathematics learning process based on
mathematical proficiency is teaching materials.
However, the teaching materials used by teachers
still found some limitations.
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A. Problems of Mathematics Curriculum 
and Learning in Elementary School

RESULT

The mathematics curriculum currently
used by teachers has not cover all of 
students' mathematics learning
needs.

Students still think that mathematics 
is difficult. Students have difficulty in 
understanding word problems and  
lack of basic calculation skills.

Other problems, it is found that 
mathematics learning in the upper 
grade has not developed 
mathematical proficiency in maximal. 

B. Teachers’ Needs of Mathematics
Teaching Materials in Elementary School

1) The curriculum of mathematics needs to be arranged
about the sequence of materials

There are some materials of mathematics that is non sequential.
The contents in curriculum have a random sequential. It needs to
be well arranged in the sequence of materials.

2) Teachers need mathematics teaching materials in
various types

Teachers have used both print out and digital teaching materials,
but it still limited in some of types of teaching materials. Module
and handout seems not familiar in use for teachers. Teachers both
in the upper grade and the lower grade need text book, module,
and practice book of mathematics. Especially for module, teachers
are very needed because they rarely use in mathematics teaching.

3) The mathematics contents based on mathematical
proficiency in teaching materials need to be improved

There are some of concepts of mathematics that are not
appropriate in the teaching materials. The contents of
mathematics that provide in teaching materials has not concern in
mathematical proficiency. Teachers need a mathematics teaching
material that contain mathematical proficiency.



2.

Nasaruddin (2013) stated that to achieve
the standard of competence in learning
mathematics, it is necessary to select
mathematics materials based on the
scientific structure, the level of depth of the
material, as well as the essential of the
material and its uses in everyday life. The
structure of mathematics material is
important to be provided in well
structured.

The use of print out or digital teaching materials has
their own advantages. Research from Millar (2015)
about the preferences of students of teaching materials
which is type of textbook, showed in general, students
prefer printed textbooks over electronic textbooks.
According to the interview result, especially for module
in mathematics, teachers are very needed. The module
is a set of teaching materials that are systematically
arranged, so that users can learn through the module
with or without a facilitator (Ramdani, et.al, 2019).

1.

The implementation of national curriculum
is changed from the thematic approach to
separated subject. the research results from
Widyastuti (2015) state that there are
several difficulties for teachers in applying
mathematics learning thematically, including
teachers are required to more creative in
combining mathematics concept in a theme,
teachers difficult to find additional sources
of books, and teachers difficult to evaluate
the mathematics learning.

Teachers need teaching materials that
stimulate mathematical proficiency in
mathematics learning. The accuracy of the
teaching materials prepared by the teacher
will help the students' reasoning process to
understand basic concepts, develop student
understanding, motivate students to develop
their thinking, and foster creative thinking
using mathematical procedures (Purnomo,
2011).

DISCUSSION

3.

4.



• These results can be a reference to 
develop teaching materials based 
on mathematical proficiency for 
mathematics teaching and learning 
especially in elementary school.

• Teaching materials are the
essential components in
teaching and learning of
mathematics, especially in
elementary schools.

• For the futher research,
researcher can develop
teaching materials in
accordance to teacher needs in
teaching mathematics,
especially in elementary
schools.

• the need analysis of
mathematics teaching materials
consisted of 1) the curriculum of
mathematics needs to be
arranged about the sequence of
materials, 2) teachers need
mathematics teaching materials
based on mathematical
proficiency, and 3) the
mathematics concepts in
teaching materials need to be
well arranged.
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CONCLUSION
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